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Who Else Wants to Easily Repair and Maintain Their Bicycles At Home, With Tools That Can Be

Found Anywhere? At Last! Everything you ever wanted to know about bike repair - revealed!Did you

ever want to repair your own bicycle at home?Do you dream of being able to remove, clean or

replace individual parts of your bike with zero anxiety?Are you interested in repairing and

maintaining your bicycle/s at home?If you answered "yes" to any of the questions above, then this

may very well be the most exciting message you've read all day. Here's why...You're about to

discover a proven system for bike repair that is so easy to follow that anyone can do it. This system

works whether this is your first bike or tenth bike already - anyone can learn this system in a matter

of days.Here's the thing: repairing your bike is NOT rocket science.Anyone can learn it and

absolutely anyone who wants to can master it, too. When you know how to use basic tools like the

screwdriver or the wrench, you can learn how to repair a bike like a pro.What most people don't

realize is that maintaining a bike is also extremely easy to do. I know, because...I've been repairing

and maintaining more than five different bikes for over fifteen years!Here's just a taste of what you'll

discover...You'll discover much more in this rare and candid guide to expert bike repair.How to

winterize your bicycle with these 3 simple techniques...3 little known, yet simple ways to avoid

damaging the braking mechanism...Secret of expert bike mechanics that few people ever know

about...3 proven steps to better lubrication...2 simple keys (that are right in front of your eyes) to

rust-free hinges and joints...WARNING: 3 things you should never do when it comes to using

antirust agents like WD40...You'll discover in just a few short minutes how to properly remove a

wheel...6 time tested and proven strategies for lubricating all of the parts of a bike...When to apply

antirust and when to apply machine oil to your bike parts...7 everyday but often overlooked tips and

tricks for preserving your shock system...A pennies on the dollar approach to preserving the metal

frame of a bike...How often to apply lubrication...How to properly remove nuts and bolts from tight

corners of a bike...The once famous but forgotten secret that instantly allows you to repair a

deformed rim even when you are on the road...And that's not nearly all.You Can Be Absorbing This

Information In the Next 30 Seconds!You can order this amazing system right now and actually start

discovering how you can repair your own bike at home within 30 seconds... yes, that is right...

WITHIN 30 SECONDS you can start your journey to becoming a true bike repair guru!Download

your copy today!Tags: bike repair,bicycle maintenance , bike repair book, bike maintenance, bike

repair and maintenance, bicycle repair, bicycle maintenance and repair
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As the title says, "For Beginners"! Don't pick this up if you are expecting to learn how to bleed your

brake lines, change bearings, or build a bike from scratch. This book offers up simple and practical

tips for simple maintenance of your bicycle. This will help absolute beginners and keep them from

feeling tethered to their local bike shop. I'm sure the shop won't mind you doing the basic stuff

yourself too. ;-)I really would have preferred a few photos, diagrams, or illustrations.This book is

recommended for beginners who want to learn basic bike maintenance.

Not a single piece of advice that is of use to anyone who has ever seen a bike before. No diagrams,

no 'how to' for any problems beyond 'if your brakes fail it's safer to not ride' kind of generic

nonsense. Should have stopped at page 1. Free is too expensive for this book.

The old saying "you get what you pay for" certainly applies to this short essay. I read it in much less

than an hour and I didn't learn one piece of information that I didn't already know. If you know what

a wrench (especially an "adjustable wrench") and screwdrivers are, you already know most of what



you will learn. The most valuable piece of information is what WD-40 does and how to use it -

something most of us already know. Do yourself a favor and pass this one up.

This book is full of great information regarding bike repair. It gives a list of the tools needed to repair

and maintain a bike. Even shows one how to properly store the tools. Keep in mind that this is a

very basic book and it is really a book for someone who just needs basic info on how to do some

repairs on a bike.My favorite part is the section on how to lubricate a bike properly.This book I found

somewhat helpful in my own (older) bike.

Great book for someone just beginning to ride and wants to keep their bike in good repair and when

on road what to carry to fix little things.

This book contains important information and sensible advice both for beginners and people like me

whose knowledge is out of date or mediocre.In reading this book I was taken back in memory to the

time when I was 13 and a poorly maintained brake came off my bike and caught on the front wheel,

stopping it completely. I was catapulted over the handlebars and hit the road surface very hard with

my face. Fortunately I heal quickly.A bicycle is an amazingly efficient invention, but it needs to be

maintained properly. I recommend this book as a very good starting point to learning how to

maintain both your own bicycle and those of your children.

The book was well written. There was a lake of illustrations to show the reader the proper sequence

for repair.It did cover the need for proper cleaning and oil to use. Not enough detail for in depth

repair.

It's okay. Didn't really learn anything I didn't know. It's okay as a starter book if you have NO

knowledge of bike care, but I'm to the point I need a little bigger, in-depth book.
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